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  TDS for fars chasb MOQUTE adhesive  

Product description 

FARS CHASB fars chasb moquette adhesive is an amber color 

liquid, universal Solvent borne Pressure Sensitive Adhesives  based 

on  

Synthetic resins and solvent manufactured from best quality 

materials. 

 
applications 

FARS CHASB moquette adhesive is a multipurpose and water, oil, tension and impact resistance with high 

elasticity adhesive. 

Specially designed for bonding moquette and all synthetic material tiles to cement and tile also it is a multipurpose 

adhesive which can use  in industries such as bag and shoes ,toys, decoration, wood craft ,lamination, cars, 

handicrafts, domestic uses ,etc. 

properties 
It bonds immediately, Super strong, Suitable for materials under tension, Universal, Liquid·- Moisture- and frost-

proof, Easy to apply, Oil and environmental resistance and have high elasticity. 

How to use 
Surface preparation 

Preliminary surface treatment: Materials to be bonded should be dry and free from grease and dust. Parts should fit 

closely together. For optimal result  

degrease with Thinner for FARS CHASB Kit 

applying 

Working conditions: Apply only at temperatures between 5ºC and  

25ºC. Max. Relative humidity: 65%. To avoid blistering due to condensation , 

temperature of adhesive and materials to be bonded must be at least equal to  

Ambient temperature, preferably between 8ºC and 20ºC. Never expose glued in surfaces to draught. 

Spread a film of adhesive on cleaned surfaces by brush or spray it and allow dry immediately for about 10 -15 

minutes then adhering surfaces together and pressing it. Increasing pressure caused stronger bond. 

Technical specifications 
Fold cup viscosity 6 mm nuzzle: 

Physical form:                              liquid 

Color :                                           amber 

Coverage:                            2-2.5 m² per liter, applied to both sides, depending on nature of materials to be bonded. 

Solid content : 

Flash point: 

Density :  

storage 
Keep adhesive at 8 to 30 degree centigrade and avoid direct sun light. Keep container tightly after use. At good 

storage condition shelf life is 1 year. 

packaging 
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12 Kg net.  tin coated can 

2.2 Kg net tin coated round can 

2.6 kg net. Tin coated flat can 

0.500 Kg net. Tin coated can 

0.14 Kg net. Tin coated can 

We can change properties like color, drying rate, and tack time and so on based on customer requirements or 

for special applications. 

 

Our advice is based on extensive research and practical experience. However cause of the large 

variety of materials and the conditions under which our products are applied. We assume no 

responsibility for the results obtained and/or any damage caused by the use of the product. 

Nevertheless, our Service Department is always at your disposal for any advice needed. 

This document prepared at Fars Chasb Company and included of legal rules you can refer to this 

document but must write our company as source of document. 

 

Shahrak sanaati ab barik farschasb co. Iran – Shiraz 

Tel: +98-71-32602400                          Fax: +98-71-32602145 

www.farsadhesive.com 

 

http://www.farsadhesive.com/

